communication in motion

BEST MOTORCYCLE
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

The world’s most advanced motorcycle
communication system packed in the most
super-sport 6.5mm-thin (0.25”) package.
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Dynamic Mesh Communications (DMC)
is an always on mesh networks that leaves
all Bluetooth pairing hassles behind.
Roam free, change positions or leave
to come back later - DMC will adapt
automatically and keep you connected.

Just tell it what you want and your unit
will do the rest. Always on, single step
natural voice operation makes pressing
buttons a thing of the past. It even
connects directly to Siri and Ok Google.

Bringing the ultimate sound experience
to riders around the world, the JBL-Cardo
partnership combines Cardo’s passion
for the ride with JBL’s passion for sound.
Specifically designed to work inside a
helmet while riding, this JBL audio system
sounds like nothing you’ve ever
heard before.

communication in motion

The world’s best motorcycle Mesh & Bluetooth
Communications System. In a super sport package

Powered by DMC®

Waterproof

Set your intercom group once and forget about
it. Our Dynamic Mesh technology will make sure
you’re always connected

No matter what you throw at it, your IP67 waterproof
PACKTALK SLIM will take the beating and keep
you connected

Natural Voice Operation

Universal Connectivity

Our all-new, always-on, natural voice operation
rids you from the need to ever press a button
again. Just tell it what you want, it will do the rest

With both DMC & Bluetooth technologies on board,
PACKTALK SLIM will always allow you to connect to
any other Bluetooth headset of any brand

Sound By JBL

Every Feature Imaginable

Powerful 40mm speakers engineered to perfection
by JBL experts with specially tuned music processor

1-15 Riders up to 8km (5mi), Universal Bluetooth
connectivity. FM radio, full phone connectivity.
Charge while riding, Automatic Volume Control,
Mobile conferencing, Music & Radio sharing, GPS,
Music streaming, Natural Voice Operation, Dual
core technologies (DMC/Bluetooth), Connectivity
with two Bluetooth mobile devices, Music Sharing,
Hybrid & Corded Mic, VOX, Parallel audio streaming,
Cardo Connect App (iOS/Android), we left nothing
out

Slimmest Communicator
Only 6.5mm top-to-bottom, the aerodynamic
PACKTALK SLIM is hands-down the best-looking
high-end communicator on the market

Specs.

Intercom bike-to-bike range: Up to 1.2Km (0.8mi)

Hybrid & Corded interchangeable microphones

Length: 69mm

Intercom overall range: Up to 6.5Km (4mi)

40mm JBL interchangeable speakers

Depth: 6.5mm

Battery capacity: 850mha

Bluetooth 4.1 | Mesh 5.0

Weight: 76g

Battery operations: 13hrs/1 week talk-time/standby

IP67 Waterproof

DTS14010DTSSLIMEN 002

Height: 38mm

*Compatibility list available at: www.cardosystems.com/packtalkslim-compatible

*Also available in Duo
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